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Humanities: 

Humanities will be taught through this term’s 

topics ‘Inventors and Inventions’ and ‘Meeting the 

Artists’ 
 

History 

Alexander Graham Bell- invented the telephone. 

Thomas Edison- invented the lightbulb. 

James Watt – invented the steam engine 

Louis Braille- invented the Braille coding system. 

Geography 

Studying famous artists and their background of 

where they were born.  Using maps and atlases to 

locate countries and continents around the world. 

Science: 
Uses of everyday materials  

 The properties of materials and their uses 

 Where different materials come from 

 Inventors of material 

 Experimenting with ways that materials can 

be changed 

 Fair testing 

Numeracy: 
 Counting on and back in 2s 3s, 5s and 10s 

 Partitioning into tens and units 

 Ordering and comparing numbers 

 + and -, doubling and halving, and 

understanding the inverse 

 Number pairs to 20 and beyond 

 Multiplication 

 Fractions  

 Properties of shape 

 Money 

 Interpreting data 

 Weekly times tables (2, 5 and 10) 

Literacy: 

This term our English focuses on the texts of:  

Rosie Revere Engineer  

Katy and the Starry night 

 Writing – Recounts and diary entries, story writing, 

visual poetry, performance poetry and descriptive 

writing. 

 Grammar – past and present tense, nouns and noun 

phrases, adjectives, question marks, apostrophes, 

commas and adverbs. 

 Handwriting – regular practise of correct letter 

formation, relative size and spacing. 

 Spellings rules and patterns, and dictation.  

 Guided reading 

Art/D&T: 

 Using a range of materials to create 

imaginative artwork. 

 Looking at famous artwork and recreating them 

using different paint techniques. 

P.E.: 

Year 2 will be introduced to the idea of using their 

key skills like throwing, running, hoping, catching 

and jumping into a more sports based environment.  

 

They will be tasked with combining these various 

skills to become fluent in individual sports and 

events like Tennis, Triple jump which we did at the 

end of last year. 

 

General Information: 
 

 Homework will be set on Wednesday to be 

returned on Monday. Please support your 

son to ensure it is completed and returned 

on time. 

 Times tables will be sent home on Fridays 

to be learnt for the following Friday.  

 Please ensure your son has all the correct 

stationary equipment in school and that it is 

labelled.  

 PE is on a Monday. Please ensure boys 

have a named PE kit. 

 

Computing 
 2Simple software to create our own 

imaginative story. 

 2paint software to recreate famous pieces of 

artwork. 

 


